Classes and Curriculum

Philosophy is the main stream education imparted from Chinmaya Mission Balavihars. All the
classes and groups are mainly divided according to age group of participating children. All the
classes include prayers, chanting in Vedic format and exposure to Indian tradition and
culture. Apart from Philosophy, Chinmaya Mission of Orlando is also imparting language
classes to enable our children read, write and understand native Indian languages. This is a big
task undertaken by the Ashram as Mission becomes the only place for our youth where they
can be exposed to our native languages as a group and community. Language classes include
but are not limited to Hindi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu. Again these language classes are divided
according to the age of participating children. Usually do not break or split a Cialis tablet bra
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Philosophy

Class/Group
AgeCurriculum
Group
Gods and Godesses
Preschool/Kindergarten
Drawing, coloring, crafts, and games are part of the medium for learning for these young children. The

ABC of Vedanta/Alphabet Safari
Grade
Children
I
are introduced to the positive values in life through the English Alphabet as a tool. For exa
Sri Hanuman The Super Superman
Grade
Children
II
are introduced to Hanumanji’s virtues and qualities such as devotion to duty, Buddhi (intel
Saints
Grade
&Many
Sages
III chosen ones came and lived among others, to show the way to God. They lived their
Bala Grade
Ramayana
Children
IV
are introduced to the characters in the epic-story of Ramayana, followed by a discu
Bala Grade
Bhagvatam
Stories
V from
Bhagavatam
are taught to children to reinforce Hindu values and philosophy. Children are
Krishna Krishna Everywhere
Grade
ThisVIis the continuation of Bala Bhagavatam that brings out the glory of Lord Krishna. Here children
Yato Dharma Tato Jayah
Grade
Sage
VII Vyasa
Yato Dharma
understood
selections
Tatothe
Jayah
points
mysteries
out the
of the
virtues,
universe
frailties
andand
its past,
challenges
present
faced
andby
future
it's characters.
and He wan
It
P.O.Box Mr God
Grade
P.OVIII
Box Mr. God has been developed from Ramcharitra Manas. Here children are introduced to va
Geeta for Children
Grade
ThisIXsimplified version of the Bhagavad Gita adapted for children is a treasure house of the most pr
Self Unfoldment
Grade X
This course
bookis based
by theon
same
a name by Sw. Chinmayananda. It brings out the essence of Vedanta to the
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Hindu
Grade
Culture/Symbolism
XI
This is a comprehensive and complete analysis of the Hindu culture and its salient features, its varied
Art of Man Making
Grade XII
This course
bookis based
by theon
same
a name by Sw. Chinmayananda. It is meant for the youth to live spiritual bea

Hindi

HindiAllI verbal.Letters Ka to Vowels Aa to Agna.Recognition of letters and ability to read.Counting 1HindiVowels
II
and letters (ability to read and write).Counting 1 to 20 in Hindi.Barah-Khari Matras.Work
HindiContinue
III
Hindi letters from Hindi-II class.Start with small words (written).Words with Matras.Nam
HindiStart
IV with words with Matras (oral and written).Sentence making.English to Hindi translation.Use
HindiHard
V words in Hindi.Hindi sentences - read and write.Conversation - develop ability to carry on
Hindi VI
Advanced - writing essays and stories. Speech in Hindi
Hindi Language Class for
Advanced
Adults Comprehension, Learning special letters, Understanding the

Gujarati

Gujarati
Familiarization,
I
pronunciation of Gujarati alphabet and numbers (1 to 10) and tracing.
Gujarati
Emphasis
II
writing skills and memorization of numbers. Introduce vowel symbols. Formation of s
Gujarati
Memorization
III
of numbers complete Basic reading and writing silkk development. More on sente
Gujarati
Advance
IV
writing and reading with daily vocabulary.

Telugu

Telugu
Learn
I beginning & ending prayers for the class.Read & write alphabets.Understand vowels & co
Telugu
Read
II & write Telugu GuninthamsRead & write Telugu words.Speak Telugu words & sentences.
Telugu
Write
III small sentences in Telugu.Read small paragraphs.Converse in Telugu.Learn Telugu poem

Tamil

Tamil I
Introduction of vowels and consonants
Tamil II
Learning to read, write and memorize vowels, consonants and the combination. Memorizing the days,
Tamil III
Start word formation, matras, grammar, reading, making sentences, listening
Tamil IV
Comprehension. Learning special letters. Understanding the pronouns and i
Tamil V
Paragraphs, stories, focus on reading and writing paragraphs. Question and Answers
Tamil VI
Advanced with main focus on conversation
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